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Members of the NFLA Steering Committee meet for
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NFLA seminar consider international nuclear policy issues
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UK Energy Bill supports renewables but also new nuclear
NFLA media releases
December 2012:
(On NFLA website.)


NFLA elects new
Chair for 2013



NFLA holds Annual
Policy Seminar on
how to influence the
international nuclear
policy debate







NFLA concerned
about 2023 life
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Mayors for Peace closes in on target of 5,500 members
NFLA letters to the
media, December
2012
(All emailed directly to
NFLA members)
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Forthcoming meetings of interest to NFLA members
NFLA Steering
Committee, 25th
January 2012,
Manchester Town
Hall.

CND Chair Dave Webb speaking at
NFLA Annual Policy Seminar

humanitarian

London members.

the

German energy changes

Former UK Defence Minister
Des Browne opens Trident &
Barrow discussion.

This will consider the

weapon attack. Mayors

5,490 members.

NCG
CHRISTMAS & NEW
YEAR HOLIDAYS –
The NFLA office will
close on 21st December
and re-open 2nd January.
NFLA wishes you a very
happy Christmas and a
peaceful New Year.
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Dates of NFLA English
Forum, Welsh Forum
and All Ireland Forum
meetings will be
provided in the
January 2013 NFLA
Newsletter.

NFLA Steering
Committee dates
for 2013:
 25th January
 22nd March
 28th June
 4th October
 6th December
(NFLA AGM).

